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WHAT HAPPENED IN CRYPTO LAST WEEK

Cryptocurrency

markets

witnessed

a

significant

correction last week with prices of major coins falling
15% to 30%. However, most coins bounced off lows
made over the weekend and have since resumed an
upward trend. This correction so far appears similar to
what was witnessed at the beginning of January with
major cryptocurrency prices correcting sharply before
resuming their rise, ultimately making new all-time highs.
The price of Bitcoin, for example, fell from highs of over
US$58,000 to almost US$43,000 before correcting and
currently approaching US$49,000. Total cryptocurrency
market capitalization currently sits at US$1.5T with
Bitcoin comprising US$900B of that value. Second place
Ether comprises $170B of that value.

ALTCOIN HEADLINES

DeFi Caught in Market Woes

Trade More Alts Today

firm

DeFi was not immune to last week’s

Interested in trading altcoins not offered

it

market sell off. Falling prices triggered

on Bitvo? Fund your Bitvo account,

suspended its use of XRP payments in

US$24.1M worth of liquidations in DeFi

purchase BTC or ETH and then transfer

light of Ripple’s ongoing legal fight with

protocols in one day, the second-highest

it to a platform offering the desired

the

amount of DeFi-related liquidations in

token.

MoneyGram Suspends XRP
Publicly-traded
MoneyGram

U.S.

remittance
announced

Securities

&

that

Exchange

Commission (SEC) stating, “Due to the

the ecosystem’s history.

uncertainty concerning their ongoing
litigation with the SEC, the Company has

And speaking of DeFi, Ethereum, the

suspended trading on Ripple's platform.”

blockchain of most DeFi protocols’
choice, is set to undergo its next
upgrade,

Berlin,

mid-April

2021,

according to the latest Ethereum All Core
development call.

NEWSWORTHY BITS

Purpose Buys with Purpose
The

Purpose

America's

first

Bitcoin
Bitcoin

Jack Dorsey Also Buys In

MicroStrategy at it Again

ETF,

North

NASDAQ-listed

ETF

which

MicroStrategy

technology
announced

that

firm

Jack Dorsey’s payments giant, Square,

it

was also out in the market last week

launched mid-February 2021, acquired

acquired an additional ₿19,452 for

an additional ₿1,032 last week, bringing

~US$1.026B at an average price of

its

~US$52,765 per Bitcoin last week.

total

holdings

to

₿9,320

adding to its Bitcoin reserves.
Last week Square bought another
₿3,318 for US$170M (~US$51,235.70

(~US$470M).
The recent purchase brings the firm's

per Bitcoin) to add to its treasury

total Bitcoin reserves to ~₿90,531,

reserves,

traded Bitcoin product, it has also been

which were acquired for ~US$2.171B at

balance sheet to ₿8,027 (US$394.2M).

strong. In the first two days following its

an average price of ~US$23,985 per

launch the ETF collected over US$420M

Bitcoin.

In terms of interest in this exchange-

bringing

the

company's

in assets under management.
MicroStrategy's Bitcoin stack is worth
over US$4.4B, representing a return on
investment of over 100% to date.

Canada Continues to Lead

Tether/Bitfinex Settle

We Want to Hear from You!

Canadian asset manager, C.I. Global

The New York Attorney General’s

Have a question? Want to make a

Asset Management, filed a preliminary

(NYAG) office agreed to settle with

suggestion to improve your trading

prospectus last week for the world’s

Bitfinex for US$18.5M over a 22-month

experience?

first Ether ETF, seeking approval to list

inquiry into whether the exchange

this product on the Toronto Stock

sought to cover up the loss of

We’re here to help 24/7. Get in touch

Exchange under the symbol ETHX.

US$850M in customer and corporate

today:

funds.
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The firm plans to manage the ETF with
Galaxy Digital and charge an annual

NYAG Letitia James said, “Bitfinex and

management fee of 1%.

Tether

recklessly

and

unlawfully

covered-up massive financial losses to
keep their scheme going and protect
their bottom lines. Tether’s claims that
its virtual currency was fully backed by
U.S. dollars at all times was a lie.”
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Disclaimer
The information contained in this report has been compiled by Bitvo Global Inc. (“Bitvo”) from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Bitvo, its affiliates or any other
person as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. All opinions and estimates contained in this report constitute Bitvo’s judgement as of the date of this report, are subject to change without notice and are provided in
good faith but without legal responsibility. Nothing in this report constitutes legal, accounting or tax advice or individually tailored investment advice. This material is prepared for general circulation to clients and has been
prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. The Bull and Bear symbols represent relatively favourable or unfavourable technical indicators, respectively, and the
presence or absence of these symbols and any language pertaining to these symbols does not represent any advice, representation or guidance from Bitvo as to whether you should buy, sell or hold any cryptocurrency. The
cryptocurrencies or services contained in this report may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent advisor if you are in doubt about the suitability of such cryptocurrencies or services. This
report is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. The cryptocurrency
market is volatile and rapidly changing and, as a result, the latest published reports available to clients may not reflect recent material changes. Bitvo reports are current only as of the date set forth on the reports. This report is
not, and under no circumstances should be construed as, a solicitation to act as securities broker or dealer in any jurisdiction by any person or company that is not legally permitted to carry on the business of a securities broker
or dealer in that jurisdiction. To the full extent permitted by law neither Bitvo nor any of its affiliates, nor any other person, accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this report
or the information contained herein. No matter contained in this document may be reproduced or copied by any means without the prior consent of Bitvo. The technical analysis score, technical indicators and other data and
information contained on the above technical analysis have been compiled and prepared by Bitvo from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Bitvo, its affiliates or any
other person as to their accuracy, completeness or correctness. This information is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. To the full extent permitted by law, neither Bitvo nor any of its affiliates,
nor any other person, accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages arising from any use of this technical analysis or the information contained herein.

